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From $945

When you happen to go sightseeing around in Lhasa which served as a landmark of Tibet, then make sure to savor the short Lhasa
Tibet tour while you are on it and rest assure that you will get to see the Potala Palace which is known to be Dalai Lama’s home. Next,
better mark Drepung Monastery on your list since it is considered as one of the largest monasteries around Lhasa. It even consists of a
very beautiful view towards the Himalayan range directed from each of the longest towns of Lhasa plus you can even catch up with a
Gyantse via Karo tour too.
Getting freshly acquainted with your Lhasa Tibet tour!
When you go on a short tour toLhasa, it normally bases on discovering the experience within the religious enigmatic along with its
natural wonders. Indeed, Lhasa is known to be one of the greatest cities based on an elevation around 3600m. Additionally, Lhasa is
also labeled as the City of Gods which includes a deep history at a maximum of 1300 years. When you happen to be sightseeing while
being at the heart of Tibet until Lhasa then it provides a heartwarming visitation which is known to be for heritage sites along with
religious palaces then monasteries that have an exclusive architecture together with a touch of a gorgeous scenery from the mountains.
Having a short tour to Lhasa Tibet particularly forms for the tourists who only have limitations regarding schedule plus who aim to enjoy
the once in a lifetime experience in Tibet.
Furthermore, the short tour towards Lhasa Tibet until Nepal puts its attention on sightseeing tour within Lhasa. While being in the city,
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you will be able to drop by a lot of sightseeing points that also involve the Potala Palace that served as the landmark of Tibet, artistic
museums, Barkhor Bazaars, the Drepung and Sear Monastery then also the Jokhang temple. Traveling from Lhasa, the adventure
directs you to the Gyantse that has a very dramatic drive through a crossover plus discovering the Yamdrok Tso Lake then passing
through the Karo La Pass which surely has a stunning view of the Himalayas. Of course, the short trip to Tibet only ends at Lhasa.
On the other hand, there are some representatives coming from Nepal who will serve as guides while being at Lhasa Gonggar Airport
from the moment you arrive there. You will be moved to some hotels in Lhasa which you can have access to information with regards to
the short tour around the city. When you happen to grabbed at around 3,500 meters on the top surface of the sea level, then it is ideal if
you take some time off and wander around some places during the night. Moreover, the location contains at most of 400 rooms
including chapels too. Aside from the Jewel Park and the garden of the palace, it is mainly acknowledged as one of the largest manmade or artificial garden around the whole Tibet.
Grade: Moderate
Moderate
Destination: Tibet
Activity: Tibet tour

Itinerary:
Day 1:Arrival in Lhasa (3,650m/11,972ft)
This day we will fly from Kathmandu to Lhasa by Air china. some of our representative will come to pick you and transfer to hotel.
check in Hotel and Relax. Over night in Hotel Lhasa.
Day 2:Lhasa sightseeing: Potala Palace, Norbulingka Palace and Tibet Traditional Hospital: 5 - 6 hours
Full day sight seeing tour to Potala Palace, Norbulingka Palace, other sight seeing placess as well as Tibet Traditional Hospital.
all the sight seeing tour will be with tour guide. Over night in Hotel Lhasa.
Day 3: Ganden Monastery and Drayerpa Cave: 5 - 6 hours
This Monastery is the 1st and primary monastery in Tibet. It was built in the 15th century. If you go to visit Ganden monastery it will take
around 2 hours. So due to the long distance we will manage it for like a day tour.
At the same day you will explore the Drayerpa cave too. Over night in Lhasa.
Day 4:Lhasa Sightseeing: Sera Monastery, Drepung Monastery, Jokhang Temple and Barkhor Bazaar: 5 - 6 hours
After breakfast we will go for sight seeing tour with Gude. several placess we will for sight seeing tour like a sera monastery, Drepung
Monastery, Jokhang Temple and Barkhor Bazaar. minimum we need 5 to 6 hours to complete all the tour.
Day 5:Final departure to Kathmandu.
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This day after breakfast we will take the flight to Kathmandu.

Cost Include:
All necessary Tibet travel permits
Pickups and drops from airport and hotel
Private vehicles for transportation
English- speaking, trained and experienced Tibetan guide
All applicable taxes and service charges
All fees for sightseeing and visits to monasteries as outlined in the itinerary

Cost exclude:
Accommodation in Nepal or mainland China
Chinese visa fee
International flight(s)
Travel insurance
Meals other than breakfast in Tibet
Tips for guides and driver
Nepal visa
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